Omnirax, the industry leader in Radio Broadcast furniture, understands that the burgeoning Podcast movement is more than simply Pre-Recorded Radio. We’ve designed a full range of furniture to support a variety of Podcast applications.

More and more people are entering the Podcast space. In order to compete successfully, a compelling subject matter is a must, interesting guests are a draw, and high production values are the secret sauce that pulls it together. This is where Omnirax comes in. Our good-looking, ergonomic, people-friendly furniture is designed to put people in positions to make podcasts look and sound better.

Which model is right for you? Consider the 3 “P’s” – People, Position, and Purpose.

People: How many people will the furniture support? We have standard configurations supporting from 1 to 5 people.

Position: What’s the relationship between and/or among these people? Our configurations support Host + Guest(s) or Host + Co-host + Guests in multiple orientations.

Purpose: What is the function of the furniture? Whether Live Recording or Post-Production, our furniture affords multiple ways to position equipment, microphones, and monitors, all to achieve the very best results.

The Perfect Fit

Send us your room drawing and tell us which Podcast model interests you. We’ll drop it in and see if it fits!
**PC-1-S-L-PB**

**Standard Finish:**

Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.

---

**Podcast-1**

A simple one-person Podcast workstation with 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.

Overall Footprint for **Podcast-1**: 60.0” W × 32.1” D
With optional **KMSPC1** extended: 60.0” W × 37.3” D

**PC-1-S-L-PB**

(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.

**Also Available:**

**PC-1-S-R-PB**  Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
**PC-1-ST-L-PB**  Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
**PC-1-ST-R-PB**  Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†

†“Handedness” refers to which side of the PC-1 the rack cabinet sits, viewed from the operator’s position.

**Option:**

**KMSPC1-PB**  Fully Articulating Computer Keyboard/ Mouse Shelf
Podcast-2

A simple two-person Podcast workstation with 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up. The desk sits conveniently against a wall dividing a small space evenly for face-to-face conversation between Co-Hosts, or between Host and Guest. A large opening in the side of the rack cabinet provides easy access to wall-mounted wiring.

Overall Footprint for **Podcast-2**: 58.1” W × 59.3” D

**PC-2-S-L-PB**

(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.

**Also Available:**

PC-2-S-L-PB  Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
PC-2-ST-L-PB  Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
PC-2-ST-R-PB  Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†

†”Handedness” refers to which side of the PC-2 the rack cabinet faces, viewed from the outer curved edge of the desk.

**Standard Finish:**

Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
标准完成:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

其他完成方式可根据额外费用提供。请与Omnirax代表联系获取更多信息。

Podcast-3

一个紧凑的三角形播客工作站，带有13-U的机架空间。在坐式版本中，16-U在站立式。该工作台容纳一名主持人和两名客人。曲线形设计空间高效，促进了参与者的轻松合作。机架柜在客人的位置之间打开，后部有一个pop-off面板，所有这些都为了方便访问机架安装设备。

Podcast-3的整体尺寸为：80.3” W × 58.2” D

PC-3-S-PB
(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”)。

Also Available:
PC-3-ST-PB  Stand-Up Height (±36”)
**Podcast-5**

A compact five-person Podcast workstation with 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up. The Desk and Guest Wing accommodate a Host and four Guests, or two Co-Hosts and three Guests. The curvilinear shape is space-efficient and promotes easy collaboration among participants.

Overall Footprint for **Podcast-5**: 117.3” W × 77.5” D

**PC-5-ST-PB**

(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”).

**Also Available:**

PC-5-ST-PB  Stand-Up Height (±36”)

---

**Standard Finish:**

Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
**Podcast A-10**

The Podcast A-10 has a Host/Operator position and, optionally, two or three Guests accommodated comfortably using, respectively, the GW-2 or GW-3 Guest Wing. The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.

**Overall Footprint for A-10:** 93.9" W × 59.5" D  
**With optional GW-2 or GW-3:** 94.6" W × 83.9" D

**A-10-S-L-PB**

(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5"), Left-handed†.

**Also Available:**

**A-10-S-R-PB**  Sit-Down Height (±29.5"), Right-handed†
**A-10-ST-L-PB**  Stand-Up Height (±36"), Left-handed†
**A-10-ST-R-PB**  Stand-Up Height (±36"), Right-handed†

**Guest Wing Options:**

**GW-2-L-PB**  2-Person Guest Wing, Left-handed†
**GW-2-R-PB**  2-Person Guest Wing, Right-handed†
**GW-3-L-PB**  3-Person Guest Wing, Left-handed†
**GW-3-R-PB**  3-Person Guest Wing, Right-handed†

†Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the A-10 the rack cabinet sits, viewed from the Host/Operator position. For Guest Wings, “handedness” is which A-10 orientation the Guest Wing matches. Also, Guest Wing height must match A-10 desk height (i.e., “S” or “ST”), although Guest Wing cost is the same (please see price list).

**Standard Finish:**

Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding  
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.

---

**A-10-S-L-PB with Optional GW-3-S-L-PB**

---

**Standard Finish:**

Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding  
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
Podcast T-10

The Podcast T-10 accommodates a Host/Operator and up to four Guests, all in a space-efficient, curvilinear, easy-to-see-each-other “lets collaborate” design. The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.

Overall Footprint for T-10: 110.3” W × 59.5” D

T-10-S-L-PB
(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.

Also Available:

T-10-S-R-PB Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
T-10-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
T-10-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†

†Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the T-10 the rack cabinet sits, viewed from the Host/Operator position.

Standard Finish:

Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
Podcast T-10-W

A modified version of the Podcast T-10 with the countertop edge on the cabinet side flattened to fit against a wall and improve access from the rack cabinet to wall wiring. The same space-efficient, curvilinear, easy-to-see-each-other design as the T-10, but with one fewer Guest seat. The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.

Overall Footprint for T-10-W: 94.8” W × 59.5” D

T-10-W-S-L-PB
(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.

Also Available:
T-10-W-S-R-PB Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
T-10-W-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
T-10-W-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†

†Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the T-10-W the rack cabinet sits, viewed from the Host/Operator position.

Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
Podcast T-10-90

A version of the Podcast T-10 compressed to 90" wide to accommodate especially tight Podcast rooms. The same 1-Host/4-Guest setup, the same space-efficient, curvilinear, easy-to-see-each-other design as the T-10, just...more intimate! The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.

Overall Footprint for T-10-90: 90.0” W × 57.4” D

T-10-90-S-L-PB
(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.

Also Available:
T-10-90-S-R-PB Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
T-10-90-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
T-10-90-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†

†Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the T-10-90 the rack cabinet sits, viewed from the Host/Operator position.

Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
Podcast Clover

A compact four-person Podcast workstation with 16-U of rack space in the fixed-height rack cabinet. The Main Desk accommodates a Host and three Guests, and its motorized legs adjust between Sit-Down and Stand-Up heights. The curvilinear shape is space-efficient and promotes easy collaboration among participants.

Overall Footprint for Clover:
88.8" W × 103.9" D

CLOVER-PB

Motorized Main Countertop height adjusts ±27.1" to ±46.0". (1) 16-space rack cabinet, height fixed at ±36.0". The rack cabinet can be installed with rack-mount equipment facing either side.

Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black wedge tee molding
Black cabinetry w/ flat Black tee molding

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
"[...] At a time when business and personal relationships move at the speed of text messages, and folks expect to purchase ‘what they think they need’ and have it ‘yesterday,’ the guys at Omnirax are like Zen Yogis. [...] The solution arrived at is always more practical, more thoughtful, and more inspiring than expected, and the pricing is unbelievably fair for the quality of their product. [...] if you are looking to work in a space that feels comfortable, that inspires you, and that has a workflow that makes the creative process fun and effortless, I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax Podcast furniture.”

—Jason Hanan, President, Pro Audio LA

“Our marketing company [...] has big goals. Getting the audio quality right for our new recording studio means everything to us. With podcasting and long form radio content as our expertise, our engineer recommended only one company to help us get the furniture right [...]. Philip and his team did exactly what we needed and provided valuable insight to make our original dream even better. Everybody has been impressed with how the project came out. A fair price and experienced pros saved us time and money. We needed a showplace that met our clients’ expectations. Omnirax exceeded them, and we’ll recommend them every time.”

—Jeff Holden, Founder, Multipoint Content Strategies